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History 
Esmeralda County, Nevada, was one of the original nine counties formed as part of the 
Territory of Nevada on November 25, 1861.  Esmeralda was the largest county in the territory, 
encompassing virtually the entire southern and eastern portion.  
Esmeralda County is the mother of, either directly or indirectly, an additional eight of Nevada’s 
seventeen counties. Lander (1862), Nye (1864), and Mineral (1911) counties were created 
directly from the original Esmeralda County. In addition, Elko (1869), White Pine (1869), and 
Eureka (1873) counties were created out of Lander County, Lincoln County (1866) was created 
out of Nye County, and finally, Clark County (1909) was created out of the southern portion of 
Lincoln County.  The name “Esmeralda” was derived from the Esmeralda Mining District and 
named by one of the founders, J.M. Corey, who reportedly took the name from the gypsy 
dancing girl in Victor Hugo’s Notre-Dame de Paris as being suitable for the “wild dance of death 
or disappointment to thousands” that the area’s exploration and mining activities then 
resembled. The history of Esmeralda County is closely linked with its mineral wealth. Gold ore 
was discovered in Goldfield in December 1902, leading to a boom from 1904 to 1918. The city 
had a railroad that connected into Las Vegas and a peak population of approximately 20,000 
persons.   
  Mineral production reached a peak of $40.62 million in 1983 and comprised 6.9 percent of the 
state’s total gross proceeds from mining at that time. By 1997, however, production had fallen 

to $17.1 million, comprising just over 0.5 percent 
of the state’s total mineral production. 
 

Water and Land  
 

Esmeralda County stretches across two 
hydrographic regions. Most of the County is 
contained within the Central Region, while the 
extreme southern portion of the county lies 
within the Death Valley Basin. 
 
We have issues with both water quality and 
quantity.  The Fish Lake Valley where about one 
third of the population is a designated basin with 
a rapidly declining water table, our other two 
main communities Goldfield and Silver Peak are 
served by public water systems. Both systems 
have had issues with water quality.  Goldfield just 
completed a plant to mitigate arsenic non-

Water Basins Esmeralda County figure 1 
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compliance with a water treatment plant at a cost of $1,192,000.   
 

Esmeralda County, once the largest county in the Territory of Nevada, is now the fifth smallest 
county, covers approximately 3,570 square miles and accounts for 3.2 percent of Nevada’s total 
surface area. 
 
Of the county’s 2,284,800 acres of surface area, 2,247,863 acres, or over 98 percent of the 
county’s total area, is controlled and managed by the federal government.   Esmeralda County 
ranks as the highest in terms of percentage of federal land ownership relative to all other 
Nevada counties. 
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The private land is about 50% patented mining claims and 50% occupied or devoted to 
agriculture.   
 

Consequences of 98% Federally Managed Lands 
 

The high percentage of federal land leads to unique challenges and high per capita costs of 
serving small widely dispersed communities with things like schools, student transportation, 
public safety, and solid waste handling.  
 
Other problems and costs that stem from this situation include addressing federal land 
actions/plans without any staff, failure of Federal Management agencies to address the cost to 
the county because of their actions, and becoming known nationally due to discoveries of drug 
farms in wilderness and or the Inyo National Forest. Areas of current and historic friction 
between our county and federal agencies include RS2477 county road rights and law 
enforcement within our county 
 
Because of the population component in the formula used to compute Federal Payment in Lieu 
tax Esmeralda receives the lowest amount per acre, $.043 in 2012.  What is received by the 
county in PILT is minuscule compared to the costs we incur for public safety, and road 
maintenance. 
 
Our population is static and our towns cannot expand to help support their utilities because 
there is no land.  Only one sale of land not involving a trespass has occurred in our county. Even 
our County government has been unable to obtain lands for recreation and airports. This is due 
to how land for disposal was determined in the last (1997) area plan and the BLM valuing land 
at $3,000 to $5,000 per acre.  

Land Planning and Law 
Esmeralda citizens have a special bond and respect for our land and believe that future 
expansion should be linked to available water, existing roads and utility corridors.  We want to 
increase the size of the two existing towns that have municipal systems, encourage 
development at major junctions and along US 95 to create “fill in” communities spaced 
between the ones that already exist.  Preservation of the agriculture and lifestyle in the Fish 
Lake Valley (Dyer) and keeping the federally managed lands accessible; open to grazing, mining, 
energy development and recreation are of upmost importance to our people.  We want to 
promote active participation by local citizens and adaptableness in the management of public 
lands to better protect these lands and the many historical areas within them from abuse. 

 

Our county has virtually no county wide land ordinances and is mostly governed by the Nevada 
Revised Statues.  Since for many years land ownership and use was static, plans and local laws 
were not even on the radar.  Everything was fine until 5 years ago when developers purchased 
large tracts of land in Fish Lake Valley Water Basin (classified as closed) followed by individuals 
submitting parcel maps too in the hope of making some profit.  The need for better laws and 
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plans suited to address development became painfully clear as the Commission struggled with 
the approval process and citizens voiced their fear about the effect on an already rapidly 
declining water table 

We reformed a citizen based Land Advisory Council.  After 4 years of hard work with assistance 
from the Division of State Lands they have prepared a Master Plan which includes a Public Land 
Plan and Water Resource Plan which is slated to be adopted in the next few months. 

 

Economy and Society 
The mainstays of our economy currently and historically are agriculture and mining. Tourism 
benefits the few small retail establishments in Goldfield and Dyer but overall could be a net loss 
due to the costs in road maintenance and emergency services.  Other than major mining, 
business development has been driven by the investment of county residents.  Two examples 
are a feed manufacturing plant and producing geothermal facility.  The core population is aging, 
and consists primarily of property owners.  

Vision for the Future 
Development of our geothermal and solar resources has long been a goal of our county to 

generate revenues.  There were several geothermal companies interested in the county but 
abandoned their proposed projects because they were unsuccessful in obtaining power 
purchase agreements. 

There is a large mine proposed near Goldfield, and mining of lithium and precious metals 
continue near Silver Peak. 

Due to these activities and the large solar project outside of Tonopah the county is 
experiencing a housing shortage which could hinder the development of future projects. 

Sources and Uses of Funds 
 

In a number of aspects our economy and revenue streams mirror those of the state.  The 
majority of our revenues last year came from sources other than property tax.  This is typical for 
the county.   

 

Getting the majority of revenue from volatile sources is one reason our county has experienced 
some wild and scary fiscal roller-coaster rides in its long history.  Our method of dealing with 
these is to keep staff and spending levels at the minimum necessary; avoid long term debt; fund 
services through special assessments; fund grant matches and capital expenditures from 
established reserves in excess of target levels; and build reserves in good years for use in bad 
years such as we have experienced since 2008.    
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Using this fiscal approach has enabled us to remain solvent and provide basic service.   The bad 
side has been county equipment and facilities going without replacement and repair; three 
Commissioners and one administrative assistant taking care of all the county management and 
administration; not taking advantage of grants because we could not be certain of future 
matching funds; and other than the small amount we spend on our libraries, community 
centers, and senior programs we have all too often had to postpone or forego spending beyond 
what is mandated.  

Employment Costs and Benefits 

Esmeralda County provides health, dental and life insurance coverage for all full time 
employees.   Wages for full time employees, (other than elected officials) range from $12.12 to 
$23.89 per hour. 

 

In 2012 66% of our total expenditures were for wages and benefits. These have increased more 
than any other cost since 2008 while staff numbers have actually decreased.  The majority of 
the increase is due to benefit costs.   In 2008 benefit expense was $539,899 2012 cost was 
$702,854 a 30% increase.  The county took action to reduce these costs by changing our health 
insurance to a high deductible plan ($1,500/yr) from the prior plan with a deductible of $500. 
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